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We apply the previously proposed scheme of hard-thermal-loop resummations in the entropy
of high-temperature QCD to supersymmetric Yang-Mills theories and compare with the available
next-to-leading order results of the strong-coupling limit obtained from AdS/CFT correspondence.
Comparing also with lattice and resummation results for a purely gluonic plasma, we argue that,
for temperatures larger than about 3 times the deconfinement temperature, the thermodynamics of
QCD can be understood in terms of hard-thermal-loop quasiparticle degrees of freedom that remain
effectively weakly coupled.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Much theoretical effort is presently devoted to the
study of QCD in a regime where it appears strongly cou-
pled. This effort is mainly triggered by the beautiful data
obtained at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider, which re-
veal that matter produced in high energy nucleus-nucleus
collisions is strongly interacting, and may, to a good ap-
proximation, be described as an ideal fluid with very low
ratio of shear viscosity over entropy density η/S (see,
e.g., [1, 2] and references therein).
At the same time, new techniques have become avail-
able that allow the treatment of strongly coupled gauge
theories. In particular, N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-
Mills theories (SYM) in the limit of large number of col-
ors N and strong ’t Hooft coupling λ ≡ g2N is now often
taken as a model for hot QCD. Through the AdS/CFT
conjecture [3, 4] one can make predictions for the oth-
erwise inaccessible strong-coupling regime, in particu-
lar real-time quantities (such as transport coefficients)
[5, 6, 7, 8, 9], where lattice is fraught with large un-
certainties [10]. While η/S ∼ (λ2 logλ)−1 ≫ 1 at
weak coupling [11, 12], AdS/CFT correspondence gives
η/S = 1/4π+O(λ−3/2) at large ’t Hooft coupling [13, 14],
which has been argued to be a universal result in strongly
coupled gauge theories with gravity duals [15, 16, 17].
In [18] the thermodynamic entropy of N = 4 SYM
theory at large ’t Hooft coupling and large N has been







(2λ)−3/2 + . . .
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. (1)
The fact that, in lattice QCD, the value of S/S0 for
temperature above 3Tc appears to be comparable to the
corresponding prediction of N = 4 SYM theory in the
strong-coupling (λ → ∞) limit, S/S0 = 3/4, has led to
the further suggestion that also for such temperatures
QCD is still in a strong-coupling regime. While in this
range of temperature the violation of scale invariance in
QCD is negligible (in the sense that (ǫ − 3P )/ǫ is fairly
small), and therefore does not spoil the direct compari-
son with (conformally invariant) N = 4 SYM theory, we
shall argue that such a comparison rather suggests a de-
scription in terms of effectively weakly coupled degrees
of freedom.
That such a description can be successful should not be
taken as implying that the system as a whole is literally
weakly coupled (typically λ >∼ 1), nor that its proper-
ties can be obtained through a straightforward expan-
sion in powers of λ. In fact, comparisons with weak-
coupling results to order λ3/2 have been made already
in Refs. [19, 20, 21], but the poor convergence of weak-
coupling expansions seems to preclude extrapolations of
the coupling to values where the deviation from the ideal-
gas result is more than only a few percent. This situation
is indeed very much like in real QCD, where the per-
turbative series for the thermodynamic potentials of hot
QCD [22, 23, 24, 25] shows convergence only for temper-
atures more than 105 times the deconfinement tempera-
ture where the coupling is so small that deviations from
ideal-gas thermodynamics are minute.
However, the same impasse appears already in such
simple theories as unbroken massless O(N) φ4 theories,
where in the limit N → ∞ the entropy is given by an
interaction-free expression for quasi-particles with ther-
mal masses determined by a one-loop gap equation [26].
As this example shows, the failure of finite-temperature
perturbation theory in nonabelian gauge theories is not
necessarily due to specifically nonabelian nonperturba-
tive effects, but largely due to an incomplete resumma-
2tion of screening effects (at least as far as thermodynam-
ical quantities dominated by hard degrees of freedom are
concerned). For scalar theories, a corresponding reor-
ganization of perturbation theory has been proposed in
Refs. [27, 28] using simple effective mass terms, and gen-
eralized to gauge theories in Refs. [29, 30] by replacing the
simple mass term by the gauge-invariant hard-thermal-
loop (HTL) effective action [31, 32, 33]. However, this
method generally suffers from artificial ultraviolet diver-
gences and moreover does not take into account that the
HTL effective action is applicable at hard momentum
scales only for small virtuality.
In Refs. [34, 35, 36], three of us have proposed a dif-
ferent scheme to resum HTL effects which is manifestly
ultraviolet finite and applies the (non-local) HTL cor-
rections only in kinematical regimes where these are ap-
plicable at weak coupling. When applied to QCD, we
have found reasonable agreement with available lattice
data (Fig. 1) for temperatures down to about 3 times
the deconfinement temperature [48], suggesting that the
entropy of the quark-gluon plasma can be understood
in terms of weakly interacting HTL quasiparticles, the
main effect of the interactions being incorporated into a
renormalization of the quasiparticle properties.
In the following, we shall recapitulate our HTL resum-
mation scheme for the entropy and extend our results
to SYM theories, where they can be compared with the
strong-coupling result of Eq. (1). In Ref. [37], we have
recently tested our approach successfully in the exactly
solvable case of large-Nf gauge theories, which is however
essentially Abelian. The results from AdS/CFT corre-
spondence deal with the other extreme of infinite number
of colors.
II. QUASIPARTICLE ENTROPY AND HTL
RESUMMATION
Expressed in terms of (self-consistently) dressed prop-
agators (D and S for bosonic and fermionic ones) and
dressed self-energies (Π and Σ, respectively), the entropy
takes the form [35, 36, 38]




















(n and f are Bose-Einstein and Fermi-Dirac distribu-
tions, respectively), where S′ is a 3-loop order quantity
that, loosely speaking, describes residual interactions of
the quasiparticles: the bulk of the interactions have been
incorporated in the spectral data determining the prop-
erties of these quasiparticles through the dressed propa-
gators.
Indeed, to leading order in g2, all interaction effects
are encoded in the (asymptotic) thermal masses of hard
TABLE I: Number of adjoint scalar (ns) and fermionic (nf )
degrees of freedom for different N , and the resulting com-
mon asymptotic thermal mass for all excitations. Also given
are the effective numbers of freedom as measured by g∗ ≡
S0/(2pi
2T 3/45); the coefficients of the order-λ term in S ,
f2 = S2/λS0; and the values λ = λ∗ where S3 = |S2|.
N ns nf m
2
∞
/λT 2 g∗/Ng −pi
2f2 λ∗
0 0 0 1/6 2 5/16 1.85
1 0 2 1/4 15/4 3/8 2.78
2 2 4 1/2 15/2 3/4 1.91
4 6 8 1 15 3/2 1.14


















where the sum is over all bosonic and fermionic degrees
of freedom.
Specialising to unbroken SYM theories (without mat-
ter in the fundamental representation), for the possible
choices of N we have a number of adjoint scalar (ns)
and fermionic (nf ) degrees of freedom in addition to the
two polarizations of the gauge bosons as given by Ta-
ble I (N=0 corresponding to non-supersymmetric pure-
glue QCD). The asymptotic thermal masses of the gauge














which coincide when supersymmetry is realized (whereas
only m∞(g) is present anyway when N=0).
At low momenta p <∼ λ1/2T , the degeneracy of the
thermal masses of the various excitations is broken, but
to leading order they are determined by the structure of
the HTL effective action in a universal fashion. This
gives different momentum dependent HTL masses for
gauge bosons and fermions, while the HTL mass of scalar
particles is momentum independent. For gauge bosons,
the static Debye mass differs from the asymptotic ther-
mal mass according to m2D = 2m
2
∞(g), while the plasma











Perturbation theory at finite temperature is made ill-
behaved by the appearance of so-called plasmon terms



















3where Ng = N
2 − 1. For the uncomfortably low values
λ = λ∗ given in Table I one has S3 = |S2|, signalling that
perturbation theory breaks down already at much lower
values.
However, as the example of O(N → ∞) λφ4 theory
shows [39], such a breakdown of perturbation theory
even occurs in an essentially free theory for quasipar-
ticles (S′ = 0 in this theory) when the coupling constant
dependence of the entropy expression (2) through ther-
mal masses is expanded out. We have therefore proposed
to evaluate the thermal self energies in HTL theory to
leading and next-to-leading order and to keep Eq. (2)
unexpanded in the coupling constant.
Approximating Π and Σ in (2) by the leading-order
HTL expressions turns out to take into account all of S2.
However, only a quarter of the plasmon term S3 is due to
the entropy of the soft excitations in the HTL approxi-
mation, the remaining three quarters arise from next-to-
leading order corrections of the asymptotic masses of the
various excitations. These corrections, which are due to
the coupling of the hard degrees of freedom with the soft
collective excitations, are momentum dependent even for






dk k n′(k)Re δΠ(ω = k)∫
dk k n′(k)
(7)
is relevant (with a similar expression for the fermionic
case).
For the minimally supersymmetric case (N = 1), the
solution to the asymptotic thermal masses can be taken
over from Ref. [35], Eq. (13), by replacing Casimir factors
of the fundamental representation by those of the adjoint
one. This shows that the degeneracy of the asymptotic














which is valid for all the cases covered by Table I.
Interpreted strictly perturbatively, this leads to tachy-
onic masses for λ >∼ λ∗. However, at least in scalar
O(N → ∞) models, where the same difficulty occurs,
approximating the true gap equation by one that is
quadratic in m gives surprisingly accurate results even










where the notation m2
∞
|HTL is now used for the leading-
order quantities in Eqs. (4-5), and m∞ is defined as the
solution to the above equation. In Ref. [36] we have pro-
posed to use such quadratic gap equations for correcting
the mass of hard excitations, but only those, by intro-
ducing a dividing scale Λ =
√
2πTmDcΛ, since soft ex-
citations are known to have rather different corrections
in gauge theories (e.g. the Debye mass squared at next-
to-leading order receives positive and moreover logarith-
mically enhanced corrections to order λ3/2 [40], which
equally applies for the adjoint scalars [49]). The intro-
duction of Λ means that for soft excitations the leading-
order HTL masses are kept untouched [50]. As part of the
theoretical error estimate, cΛ is being varied in the range
1
2 . . . 2. In QCD, an even greater uncertainty comes how-
ever from the dependence of the coupling on the renor-
malization scale µ¯MS whose central value we choose as
2πT , which is close to the optimal value considered in
Ref. [41].
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For comparison with our new results for N = 4 SYM
which we display further below, we start by exhibit-
ing the results of our corresponding previous calcula-
tion in pure glue QCD. In Fig. 1 the result obtained in
Ref. [36] is reproduced, where the band marked “NLA”
corresponds to the HTL entropy evaluated to next-to-
leading order according to the above procedure with
cΛ =
1
2 . . . 2 and µ¯MS = 2πT . In the larger band bounded
by dashed lines, the renormalization scale is also varied,
µ¯MS = πT . . . 4πT . (The lines marked cΛ = 0 correspond
to also rescaling the HTL masses of soft excitations by the
same factor as the asymptotic thermal mass, which, as we
argued above, does not do justice to the former.) These
results are compared with the continuum-extrapolated
lattice results of Ref. [42] where the width of the dark
band is meant as a rough indicator of the lattice errors
(the more recent results of Ref. [43] would be centered
about the upper limit of this band). For temperatures
larger than about 3 times the phase transition tempera-
ture Tc one finds a better agreement of the NLA approx-
imation with the lattice results than one would have any
right to expect.
The strong-coupling results provided by AdS/CFT cor-
respondence now give us an opportunity to test our pro-
cedure in the case of N = 4 SYM theory. Although
no nonperturbative results for finite ’t Hooft coupling
are available, the NLO correction in the strong coupling
regime is small enough down to λ ∼ 5 to make it plau-
sible that there the true result for the entropy is not far
from the NLO result (see Fig. 2). In Fig. 2 we have evalu-
ated the HTL-resummed (NLA) entropy in the same way
as we did in QCD, except that because of the finiteness
of the theory there is no renormalization scale depen-
dence. Varying cΛ as before, we obtain a result that for
λ <∼ 5 is just where one would expect that the true re-
sult should be [51]: somewhere below the strong-coupling
result to order λ−3/2 and pinched between the perturba-
tive order-λ1 and order-λ3/2 results. For this to hold true
it indeed appears necessary to apply the correction (8)
only for hard excitations, as we have done by introduc-
ing a separation of hard and soft physics by the scale
Λ =
√
2πTmDcΛ and cΛ ∼ 1. In order that this sepa-





















FIG. 1: The HTL resummed entropy density of pure glue
QCD, divided by its Stefan-Boltzmann value as calculated in
a next-to-leading approximation (NLA) according to Ref. [36].
The full lines are evaluated with renormalization scale µ¯MS =
2piT and different cΛ (see text). The upper and lower dashed
lines correspond to renormalization scales µ¯MS = 4piT and
piT , respectively. The dark band represents the continuum-
extrapolated lattice results of Ref. [42].
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FIG. 2: Weak and strong coupling results for the entropy
density of N = 4 SYM theory together with the NLA results
obtained in analogy to QCD (cp. Fig. 1), but as a function of
λ, which here is a free parameter.
ration make sense, it is essential that mD ≪ 2πT , i.e.,
λ ≪ 2π2 ∼ 20, which is indeed fulfilled in the range
where our NLA result is plotted.
In Fig. 1 we have also indicated the values of λ for
(purely gluonic) QCD, when renormalized with two-loop
running coupling at the scale µ¯MS = 2πT and for
Tc = 1.14ΛQCD. Simply equating λ in QCD and SYM
would suggest that QCD is close to the strong-coupling
regime even for temperatures above 3Tc. However, as
has been argued in Refs. [9, 12, 44] (see also Ref. [45]),
where recently other weak and strong coupling results of
N = 4 SYM theory have been compared, it is more rea-
sonable to relate λQCD and λSYM such that comparable
thermal effects like screening masses arise. For N = 3,
(leading-order) thermal masses in N = 4 SYM theory are
6 times as large as in purely gluonic QCD, just reflect-
ing the much higher number of degrees of freedom for
a given N . One should therefore consider significantly
smaller values of λ in the SYM case when looking at it
as a model for QCD. Depending on whether one consid-
ers the asymptotic thermal masses, the normalization of
S0, the ratio S2/S0 or S3/S2 as compared in Table I,
the reduction of λSYM over λQCD could be argued to be
anywhere between a factor of 1.6 and 6.
On the other hand, because of the conformal invari-
ance of SYM, this comparison of the thermodynamics
should perhaps anyway be done only at larger tempera-
ture, where S/S0 flattens out. In this region the pure glue
QCD lattice result is S/S0 >∼ 0.85 [52], corresponding to
values λSYM ∼ 2. At such values, Fig. 2 suggests that
N = 4 SYM theory is already rather far from its strong-
coupling limit. If SYM theory provides some guidance
here, this would suggest that, above 3Tc, the QCD cou-
pling is not large enough to drive the system into a regime
that resembles that of the strongly coupled SYM theo-
ries. This value of the coupling is admittedly too large to
validate naive perturbative calculations, but not so large
as to prevent the simple reorganisations of the perturba-
tive expansion that we have presented here, and which
leads to a description of the thermodynamics in terms of
weakly coupled quasiparticle degrees of freedom.
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